Knowledge is King by Gary Bate
Knowledge is important because an individual's knowledge base will determine what decisions they
make and ultimately we all live or die by our decisions...
There is always disagreement and a lot of argument as to what the truth is, because many are naïve;
many place their trust in others unwisely and all 'wake up' only when they're ready to.
If you get distraught because people don't agree with you, then take a look at the tyrant in you. It's
natural for people to have different views to you and it's not your job to try and convince them!
I sincerely hope that everyone lives long and happy lives, but I know they won't. So I hope they'll
enjoy the time they've got left. I wish everyone all the very best...
It's enough in life to navigate your own journey; to try and achieve good health and to enjoy life. So
it's entirely righteous to keep your focus on yourself. A wise person lets other people make their
own decisions without trying to persuade them.
Covid 19 was very timely. It came (or was introduced) at a time when the masses were (are) still
semi-conscious. The awakened know what's going on. The semi-conscious have bought the
propaganda. The children are the victims because most of their parents are still not fully awake.
The elite always use the same formula – create a Problem, wait for the Reaction, offer their preplanned Solution:
Problem – Killer Virus
Reaction – Fear and looking to authority to help
Solution – Take whatever we tell you to take and do exactly what we tell you to do
The real problem in this World is that the 'policy-makers' here are unelected elites who control most
governments and thus most armed forces and police. The people (due to heavy mind-control) have
unwittingly and unconsciously given their power away to these unelected elites.
So the masses are at the mercy of these elites, which is all very well and good if the Rothchild's,
Windsors, Rockerfellers, Morgans, Bush's etc. are honest, benevolant, philanthropic families; but
they're not. They are 'business people' who do whatever they want to stay in control and reign
supreme over this World.
The elites plan very well and they are patient in bringing their plans to fruition. However, they
know that they are but a few and that the many have started to wake up. So now we are seeing an
acceleration in them trying to achieve their goals of New World Order with radical depopulation.
If you have already been vaccinated, then you have 'contents' inside of you that are having an affect
on your bio-chemistry. Some people have already had reactions to these vaccines, which are not
positive reactions. The mainstream news will only report what is pro-vaccine, because these elites
own these news channels.
Consciousness is everything, so there is always an answer to mitigate the effects of these vaccines.
You have to wake up to how this World is really run and understand that the controllers don't value
your life! You are on your own with your own mind – so open it and do some meticulous research!
Here is an article that you may want to start with ~ Gary Bate
http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml

